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NOTE ON A NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

MARVIN SHINBROT1

1. In the theory of hydrodynamic stability, eigenvalue problems

of the form

1
(1.1) Lu -\-Mu = \u

X

arise [l, p. 430 ]. Here, L and M denote ordinary differential oper-

ators, the order of L exceeds that of M, and the boundary conditions

are such that L is self-adjoint. One of the questions of interest is

whether there exist eigenvalues of this problem and, if so, whether

the corresponding eigenfunctions are complete.

Replacing X by 1/X, it is easy to see that if L~l exists, (1.1) is

equivalent to

(1.2) \u = Au + \2Bu,

where A =L_1 and B= —L~lM are compact, and A is symmetric. In

this note, we shall consider the question of the completeness of the

eigenfunctions of the following generalization of (1.2) :

(1.3) Xw = Au + \aBxu,

where a> 1, A is compact and symmetric, and B\, which, as the nota-

tion indicates, may depend on X, is merely bounded. More precise
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hypotheses on A and B will be specified below.

2. We shall operate entirely in a Hubert space H. The symbols p,n

and vn will be used consistently to denote the eigenvalues and cor-

responding eigenfunctions of A, in the usual order and with the usual

normalization.

The subspace of H spanned by all but the first A— 1 eigenfunctions

of A will be denoted by HN: HN= {vN, vN+x, • • - }. If infinitely many

eigenfunctions of (1.3) exist, the space spanned by all but the first

A—1 of them will be denoted by KN.

It will be assumed that A satisfies the hypothesis

(d). A is a compact, symmetric operator with simple eigenvalues p„.

Its eigenfunctions vn span H. Moreover, if

(2.1) 8n = min | pn - My | ,

then

(2.2)

2

< 00,

The assumptions on B\ are set forth in

(03). B\ is an operator defined for all values of the parameter X in the

disk

(2.3) xg-^IMH.
a — 1

B\ is uniformly bounded (by ||-B||, say) in the disk (2.3) and satisfies a

Lipschitz condition

(2.4) ll-Bx--B.il = L|X-m|
there.

We shall prove the following

Theorem. Let (d) and ((B) be satisfied and let a exceed unity. Then,

there exist infinitely many eigenvalues X„ and eigenfunctions un of

(1.3). The sequence {X„| approaches zero. Moreover, there is an integer

N such that KnOHn and, if x is any element of H, it can be represented

in the form

N-l «

(2.5) X =   2 knVn +  X £»«»•
1 N

Finally, if ||yl|| and the series (2.2) are small enough,2 N may be

1 The assumption on ||,4|| cannot be eliminated by normalization since the re-

quired size of m|| depends on ||j5|| in just such a way that the normalization constant

cancels out.
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taken as unity, so that the sequence {un} is complete in H.

Before proving this theorem, let us note here once and for all that

the letter c, with or without subscripts, will always be used to denote

a constant independent of re. Generally, it will denote different con-

stants in different formulas.

3. It is easy to prove the existence of a sequence of real eigenvalues

approaching zero, even if (2.2) is violated, if B\ is compact and

symmetric and if

(3.1) \\B\\.\\4^^^ZJ}11.
a"

Define a mapping of the interval (2.3) into the real line as follows.

Choose a value of X in (2.3) and, for any fixed n, let X' denote the reth

eigenvalue of the operator A\ = A+\"B\. Note that X' exists since

X is fixed, while A\ is compact and symmetric and does not depend

on X'. Also,

Ix'iáMáiuii + ixl-lisllá-^-IUII,
a — 1

by (3.1) and the choice of X. Thus, the mapping takes (2.3) into itself

and is also continuous if B\ is. For each re, then, there exists a fixed

point—that is, a value of X„ such that A\n has \„ as one of its eigen-

values. These X„ are obviously eigenvalues of (1.3).

Moreover, X„—K), since for each positive value of X, however small,

all but a finite number of the eigenvalues X' are absolutely less than X.

If re is large enough, then, the mapping just defined takes the interval

[—X, X] into itself. Since X was arbitrary, this shows that X„—»0.

Although the hypothesis (2.2) was not needed in this argument,

the assumptions on B\ had to be increased. Also, and more important,

the method just described does not yield enough information for any-

thing to be said about completeness of the eigenfunctions. To draw

the conclusion (2.5), an existence proof that includes certain estimates

of X„ and un is required. We now proceed to give such a proof.

Let by denote the ball of radius 7 in 77 : eJ7 = {w : 11 m| | ^ 7}. For some

7, which will be determined later, select an element uEby. Fix re, and

consider the equation

(3.2) X' = ¡In + Xa(J5XM, Vn),
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where X is any number in a disk

(3.3) X     =
1

/*»

B\ is defined, since |ju„| ^[|^4|¡ for all n. Also,

tII-bII«01 1
x'   = U.   +

(a - 1)-
Mn

so that X' satisfies (3.3) if n is large enough.

Since the mapping (3.2) is also continuous, we can define X„ as the

largest fixed point that satisfies (3.3). For each uEby, we obtain in

this way a sequence {X„} satisfying

(3.4) X„  =  Un + \n(BnU, Vn)

(where Bn has been written for B\J and

(3.5) |x,|   ûc\p„\

Now, define a mapping of by into H by the equation

x:

(c > 1).

(3.6) u' = vn + D iB„U  —   iBnU, Vn)u, V,)Vj.

fan  Mn Mj

At this point, we determine y so that by is mapped into itself.

We have

klh = i + E
K

iBnU -   iBnU, Vn)u, Vj)

á   1  +C

a

Pn

Mn — My

2

s„
y.  I (-B»m — iBnu, v„)u, Vj) \2,
J*n

by (2.1) and (3.5). Consequently,

«T = 1 + c \Bnu — iBnu, vn)u\\2   = 1 + c
72(1 + y)s,

where c is not only independent of « but also of y. In view of the

convergence hypothesis (2.2), we see that for any y> 1 we can make

||m'|| ^7 by choosing « large enough.

It will now be shown that (3.6) is a contraction, again if n is large

enough. Let U\ and u2 be any two elements of by, and, suppressing

the index « for now, let Xi and X2 be the corresponding solutions of
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(3.4). Both Xi and X2 satisfy (3.5), of course. If u{ and u{ denote the

images of Wi and u2 under (3.6), we have, just as before,

\u2 — reí I ■<
I

5,,
\\iB\,u2 - Xi5x,Mi||

-|-||X2(2?x2M2, Vn)u2 — Xi(5XlMi, »„)«i||
On

(3.7) è—\\x2BX2u2 - \iBXlui\\
an

Xl  "

<5„
iBl2U2,Vn) \-  11 «2 —  Ml||

H-||mi|| • | X2(5x2«2, Vn)   — XliB^Ui, Vn) \
On

Cltia a || |  Mn j     M |

g - ||X2.Bx2tt2 — Xi^XjMlH + C2 —y-    \\U2 — Mi|
5.

by (3.5).
According to (3.4),

(3.8)

But

X2 — Xi |    g ||X25x2M2 - Xi5x,Mi||.

||X27>x2«2 — XiT^MiH

Û 1 X2 — XtI - ||5x2m2|| + I Xai | • || (5x2 - BXl)u2\\ + | X° | • \\Bxiiut - «,)

Cl \  Uni Xl       +  C2\ pn\a-\\2  —  \l\     + CS ¡fin Ia- \\U2  —  Ml||,

by (2.4) and (3.5). Therefore,

(3.9)||X2-Bx2m2 — XÎBxjMiH ̂Ci\ßn\"   • I X2 — Xi|+c2| A«„|"-||Ma—Mi|'

If re is large enough, (3.8) and (3.9) together give

|X2£x2M2 — Xi5x,Mi||  g c\ u„\  ■ ||m2 — Mi|l

Then, by (3.7),

M2'   — Mi      g C •||«2 - Mi||,

proving that (3.6) is a contraction if re is large enough.

With this fact established, we can go on to prove the first part of

the theorem. For each re, (3.6) has (exactly) one fixed point, which we

shall denote by m„. Clearly,
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(3.10) iun, vn) = \,

so that iBnUn — iBnun, vn)un, vn)=0, and

(M„ — A)un =  \n ¿L iBnUn —  iBnU„, Vn)u„, Vj)Vj

!

a a . a .

=  \nBnU„  —  \niBnUn, Vn)Un   =  ~KnBnUn  —   (X„  — pn)un,

by (3.4). Therefore, un is an eigenfunction of (1.3), again if n is large

enough. The corresponding eigenvalues approach zero by (3.5).

To prove the rest of the theorem, consider

\un-Vn\\2=2Z
X„

(BnU„  —   (BnUn, Vn)un, Vj)
Mr. — My

5=  C \Bnun — (Bnun, vn)un\\2 é c

since UnEby. Thus, by (2.2),

CO

(3.11) £ II«. - vn\\2 < 1,
N

il N is large enough.

All the assumptions we have made on the size of n (or N) have

amounted to assumptions that | ju.„|, or | Mn/ô« |, or £" Imä/S«! 2 are

small enough. Since |mi| , the largest eigenvalue of A, is equal to ||^4||,

we can say that if both ||i4|| and XI" |Mn/Sn|2 are small enough,

(3.11) will hold even with A= 1. In that case, let {a„} be any finite

sequence of complex numbers. Then,

IlEan(u„ - oil2 g (EIk - *4I2)(ZI an\2)
= &2Z\an\2,

where 0<1. Therefore, by a theorem of Paley and Wiener [2], the

sequence {«„} is complete in H. This proves the last sentence of the

theorem.

To prove (2.5), a little more is needed. Choose A so that (3.11)

holds, and define P as the projection operator on Hn, so that

CO

Px = £ ix, V,)vj

for any x in H. If n^N,
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Pm„ — P„||   =  ||P(Mn — tl„)||    ^ ||m„ — »B||,

so that

00

E ||P«n — Vn\\2  <  1.
N

Since {Pun} % EHn, we conclude that this sequence is complete in

HN, again by the theorem of Paley and Wiener.

Let xEH. Then,

x = Px + (7 - P)x

00

= E W«. + (/ - P)x,
N

for some sequence {£„} of complex numbers. However, the last equa-

tion can be written

oo / CO \

X  =   E tnUn +  (7 —  P) ( X  —   E £nM„ ) .

and (2.5) follows from this. This completes the proof of the theorem.

4. We shall now consider, very briefly, an application to the

differential equation (1.1) in the important case when

d ' /   du\
(4.1) I« = -(p -).

dx \   dx/

Recalling that the parameter X of (1.2) is the reciprocal of the X

in (1.1), we shall call ¿t an "eigenvalue" of L if 7w= il/u)u. It is known

[3, pp. 270 ff.] that as «—»«>, the "eigenvalues" of an operator (4.1)

are ultimately simple and are asymptotic to a multiple of 1/re2. Thus,

Hn~c/n2, so that ô„'~e:/w3. Therefore,

E ácE-<
n2

ßn

c5„

and the theorem of §2 can be applied.
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